Lesson 15

Part A
1. a green, bumpy frog
2. six geese
3. Those girls watered their plants.
4. fluffy kitten
5. soft, blue slippers
6. her three children
7. those history books
8. his four silver motorcycles

Part B
1. The old man was working in his tiny garden.
2. Sharon pulled the warm, fuzzy hat over her cold ears.
3. Thirsty children like to drink cold soda on a sunny afternoon.
4. The old green chair was stored in the garage.
5. The pretty flower grew in a green pot.
6. Many blue ribbons were awarded to the sleek, well-behaved dog.
7. Those boys in the blue jackets are new students.
8. The dense forests of Oregon hide many wild animals.

Part C

Many kitchen
Example: Ten cans were stacked on the metal shelf.

1. The big, fat, striped cat ate a rat.

2. The hot fire melted the plastic toy.
3. The broken clock hung on the classroom wall.

4. An angry teacher spoke to the noisy students.

5. The busy salesperson sold twenty skimpy bathing suits.

6. My brother and I stared at the dark, gloomy sky.

7. Sue and Larry lost their foldable tent.

8. The colorful pictures brightened the bleak, white wall.

9. The pink and white birds made soft chirping sounds.
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Independent Worksheet

Directions: Write five interesting compound sentences. When you finish, proof them.

1. _____________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________

5. _____________________________________________

Proof your sentences.

1. Does it begin with a capital? ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

2. Does it end with an endmark? ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

3. Is each part a complete sentence? ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

4. Does it have a comma? ______ ______ ______ ______ ______